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Ladies and Gentlemen, good afternoon 

What constitutes a good a-c strategy? What are the corruption-related priorities for the 
country? How might the policy and its follow-up be organised so as to be effective? I led two 
studies in 2016 and 2017 seeking answers to such questions.  

First, we looked at the current strategies of those countries that were ranked in the middle of 
TI’s CPI. We took 41 countries, ranked between 21st and 130th on TI’s CPI 2015. You can 
see the countries listed below, in rank order. About half of them had a strategy document 
supported by a more detailed plan; the others just had a single document. The formal 
document varied in length from 7 pages (Turkey) to over 100 pages (e.g. for Latvia and 
Peru); time horizon was usually 3-5 years.  

My collaborators and I asked 90 questions of each strategy, covering both the process of 
strategy-making and the substance of the reforms. Some of these strategies were excellent 
– well researched, bold, well elaborated, well integrated. Lithuania was one such. Some on 
the other hand were just pro-forma documents, unlikely ever to be implemented or 
remembered.  

There are ten topics on which we felt a strategy could be judged. They are detailed in the 
slide below: 
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This study generated a lot of interest and led us to do a second companion study, this time 
on the a-c approaches of the top-ranked countries. We took the 26 countries at the top of the 
2016 CPI: you can see the list here, in rank order. 

All of you will be aware of the limitations of the CPI, that it seems to underestimate 
corruption in the more advanced countries. Think of the economic collapse of Iceland in 
2008, much of it driven by corrupt informal links between the political and business class in 
Reykjavik. Or the current Danske Bank scandal here in Denmark. Or of corrupt money being 
laundered into centres such as London or Delaware or Cyprus or Malta.  

But when we looked for the national strategies of these countries, we had a surprise. We 
could find only three: Estonia, Finland and the UK. 

Most of the 26 countries, though they don't have national strategies, do participate in 
international anti-corruption initiatives. However, it is patchy. For example, of these six 
initiatives discussed at the London Summit, only 6-12 countries out of the 26 are involved, 
and its mostly the same countries. With the Open Government Partnership, 15 of these 26 
countries participate; but only 5 of them make any specific a-c commitments.  

Does this mean that these countries feel no need for a national strategy, that perhaps 
corruption is an issue that is solved or taken care of? Our view was that this is more a matter 
of time; that the anti-corruption narrative first emerged in relation to developing countries, 
and that anti-corruption is only now becoming part of the machinery of government of 
advanced economies. We hear, for example, that several other countries among the top 26 
are also in the process of developing strategies. 

So, how might a nation-wide strategic approach to reducing corruption help in Scandinavia? 
Here are ten thoughts from these studies: 

1. Establishing a cross-government unit for setting and monitoring anti-corruption policy 
2. Identifying corruption-reform objectives & priorities; and integrating them with wider 

government objectives 
3. Better identifying & addressing high-risk sectors – national security, high-value 

economic sectors, service delivery sectors 

Estonia, Bhutan, Poland, Taiwan, Lithuania, Czech Republic, Latvia, Rwanda, Jordan, Georgia, Croatia, 
Hungary, Malaysia, Ghana, Greece, Romania, Lesotho, Turkey, Macedonia, Bulgaria, Serbia, Bosnia, Brazil, 
China, Liberia, Albania,, Egypt, Indonesia, Peru, Philippines, Moldova, Malawi, Vietnam, Russia, Sierra 
Leone, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Madagascar, Nepal, Paraguay, Ukraine

Overall framing Corruption vs integrity, prevention vs prosecution, openness, education
Consultation Mostly not referred to. ‘National dialogue on corruption’ 
Continuity 30 of the 41 follow on. 6 include detailed post-mortem of effect
Situational analysis Only 10 show their analysis; several commission own surveys & analyses
Desired impact National security, prosperity, better services, reputation, access to EU
Reform measures 3 levels: 1) Preventive/Repressive/Educational. 2) Approaches. 3) Activities
Breadth & focus 33 broad. Little focus on sectors, on political economy, on committed groups
Theory of change Various implicit assumptions. Addressed in some form by 13 of the 41. 
Governance Top Council, Responsible Minister, Impl’n committee, Secretariat
Implement’n, M&E Some quantitative criteria. E.g. tracking numbers, % implementation

The a-c strategies of 41 mid-ranked countries
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4. Better enabling action on elite-influence corruption and new forms of corruption 
5. Better addressing safety gaps. E.g. in whistleblowing, oversight, & similar 
6. Integrating the private sector more closely into government a-c strategy 
7. And requiring active industry engagement in specific industry sectors 
8. Raising the profile of anti-corruption efforts at sub-national government level 
9. Being more demanding about multi-national initiatives  
10. Opening up a public debate on corruption priorities 

 

The UK government gives a good illustration about clarity of objectives and priorities, from 
their 2017 strategy. The UK recognised that ‘reduction of corruption’ was not the right kind of 
vision ((objective). Instead, they thought it through by asking where they wanted to get the 
benefit from lower corruption…and came up with less risk to national security from corrupt 
insiders, benefit to economic prosperity, and restoration of public trust in UK institutions. 
Similarly, they did not make the mistake of making the strategy into a long laundry list of 
everyone’s wishes. They brought it down to just six priority areas. 

 

And here is how I suggest Denmark, or any other country, can go build the substance of its 
a-c strategy. Think from the start about three distinct dimensions of reforms: national and 
local reforms, 
transnational engagement, 
and sectoral reforms.  

Ladies and Gentlemen, 
thank you for your 
attention. I’m happy to 
take questions. If you want 
to follow up on the 
material in this talk, the 
slides are available and 
here are the references. 

 

Clarity of Objec0ves and Priori0es

Build the substance across three dimensions

NATIONAL & LOCAL

LAW, RULE OF LAW
Laws, Legal measures

Judicial  integrity..

NATIONAL VALUES
Public sector integrity

PoliAcal elites and influence
Youth engagement..

ELECTORAL INTEGRITY
PoliAcal party funding

Gerrymandering..

INT’L A-C ORGANISATIONS
OECD, UNCAC, EC, G20..
IniAaAves to prioriAse

INT’L SECTOR A-C INITIATIVES
EITI, Police, EducaAon..

Centres to establish or support

INT’L A-C PARTNERSHIPS
FATF, OGP, OCP, OLAF, Europol..

IniAaAves to prioriAse

SECTORS

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Cities, Municipalities

Provinces..

PRIVATE SECTOR
Industry-specific initiatives

Integrated into gov’t strategy

TRANSNATIONAL

HIGH-RISK SECTORS 
Finance, Banking, Borders

Police, Defence, Intelligence..

SERVICE SECTORS
Health, EducaAon

Town planning, Welfare..

ECONOMIC SECTORS 
ConstrucAon and Public Works

Forestry, Mining, Oil & Gas..


